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Submitted by Chief Editor on Aug 22nd 2018
Under new deportation and denial policy 2018, I have following questions if I want to renew
green card after 10 years. Can green card renewal I 90 be denied because of some common
errors like forgot to submit copy of old green card, or any court document ( removal
proceedings canceled without prejudice). Will I get deported if GC is denied due to minor
administrative error?
ANSWER:

Watch the Video on this FAQ: The impact of the NTA memo [2]
Video Script
Green card renewals have been pretty much an administrative process. It is like renewing
your drivers licence. If your green card is denied due to a minor administrative process can
you be deported? Well, even under NTA if they put you in deportation your lawyers can walk
over the evidence of the error to the court. Right now USCIS has postponed implementing its
NTA policy until further notice. Even if it gets implemented chances are that as and when the
NTA policy get implemented, it would be more reasonable than the way they had announced.
More... [2]
Visit the blog section to read more about this policy:
https://www.immigration.com/blogs/deportation-and-denial-policy-2018-jul... [3]

Note: This is a verbatim transcript of the referenced audio/video media delivered as
oral communication, and, therefore, may not conform to written grammatical or
syntactical form.
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FAQ Transcript:

Note: This is a verbatim transcript of the referenced audio/video media delivered as
oral communication, and, therefore, may not conform to written grammatical or
syntactical form.
Unless the context shows otherwise, all answers here were provided by Rajiv [12]
and were compiled and reported by our editorial team from comments and blog on
immigration.com [13]
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